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By D. Gilman

Random House USA Inc, United States, 1996. Paperback. Condition: New. Reprint. Language:
English . Brand New Book. Mrs. Gilman has a nice, relaxed style and an easygoing way of telling a
story.Should delight you whether you re looking for smiles or thrills. --The New York Times Book
Review The last thing Mrs. Pollifax expects to find in her junk closet is a young woman hiding. Kadi
Hopkirk insists that she s being followed by two men in a dirty white van. Under the cover of
darkness, Mrs. P. tries to drive Kadi back home to Manhattan, only to have a dark green sedan give
them a run for their money and, Mrs. P. begins to suspect, their lives. Finally Kadi shares the
startling truth: her friend, Sammy, is the son of the assassinated president of an African country
and, unbeknownst to the young man s bodyguard, he passed her something under the table during
a recent meeting. Ever resourceful, Mrs. P. puts in a call for help to her CIA colleague, Carstairs, who
installs them in a safe house--at a carnival! Before Mrs. P. knows it, a dash to safety expands into an
assignment that leads to hair-trigger violence in...
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Merely no words and phrases to spell out. It is actually writter in basic words and phrases instead of di icult to understand. Your way of life span will
probably be enhance as soon as you complete reading this article ebook.
-- Lauren Quitzon-- Lauren Quitzon

Good e-book and helpful one. It can be writter in basic phrases rather than confusing. I realized this ebook from my i and dad recommended this book to
find out.
-- Ozella Batz-- Ozella Batz
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